The riad is built in the form of Kasbah. Moroccan typical construction with four corner towers, high walls...

In construction, a craft, traditional materials have been used as the tadelak (cement grinding stone), Bej...
On the ground floor there is the Berber living room and the restaurant. Outside there is a typical Bedouin tent and a large terrace with access to the garden and pool. On the first floor there are seven rooms around the courtyard.

On the upper floor there is a terrace with two suites and two superiors rooms in the towers. This plant has a modern bedouin tent from which you can enjoy magnificent views to the Atlas.

The rooms and suites are characterized by attention to the smallest details, each offering a different atmosphere. In all a subtle harmony of soft colours and traditional materials treated according to the current style.

The riad offers wellness, serenity and privacy in an original setting.
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